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Bernadette LaBuda Siren Call ofthe Temptress Brian Warkoczeski Socie~ 
From the shore, the water seemed unsettled 
and it rocked itself inconsolably. 
But when I stood on the pier, the water 
quit hiding behind shorelines, 
the edge-crust of staring eyes, 
and roared its distress. 
"You have to put your head under the water 
ifyou're going to learn how to swim," 
the instructor told Aaron. 
Finally unleashed, it curled 

into itself and bashed 

down onto the pier. Once, and then again. 

Leap up, and crash down. 

It mesmerized me. 

In its fury, 1 sensed 

its longing to grip the pier 

and let it crumble. 

The pier shook and 1 shivered with it. 

At first, the water seemed to dare me, 

showing me the steel greyness 

of sharp wave tips. 

"No!" He trembled allover. 

"I don't want to put my head in the watt!r." 

On the planks, water thumped and pounded 

until it became my heartbeat. 

And then it beckoned. 

"Everybody has to put their head in the water." 
My thoughts and I were one, 

swirling and churning inside, 

immersed in frigid water-

in my eyes and ears, 

in my mouth, 

in my lungs. 

My feet scraped across the planks as I moved forward. 
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My arm's hooked up to the picture n 
by a coaxial cable behind the giant s 
with an eighteen-inch dish, I get a d 
sending the latest news intravenousl 
where the message's sender decides' 
a nightly blood bath during my TV ( 
Reporters harvest stories like a cam 
each more graphic than an emergenl 
a man gunned down during a morni: 
if it ends in a vowel there is civil urn 
Tom, Pete, Connie, and Dan usually 
unless there's disaster for a camera tl 
The information changes several tim 
but the news magazines help show n 
with a daily dose of analysis, better) 
leaving the mind in a haze of paralYi 
as my cynicism grows, sympathy wa 
faster than civility in a political carnl 
I've absorbed so much blood and gar 
I should qualify to be the county core 
Once the town crier would yell news 
but watching it now's more like a bal 
no news is good news, I guess it's tn 
peace and quiet break out when I Shl 
